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 A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: 
BRAND CHOICE MODELS 
 Manufacturers and retailers alike are keenly 
interested in understanding how a whole gamut 
of marketing variables, such as price, promotions 
and publicity, affect their sales and the market 
share of their products. This interest has spawned 
myriad studies, each of which sets out to uncover 
a behaviour  ‘ pattern ’ , that is, a model whereby the 
uncertainty surrounding the process of brand 
choice is lessened. The work of Guadagni and 
Little,  1   who analysed the infl uence of loyalty, 

promotions and price-related factors on 
purchasing behaviour for coffee, fi gures 
prominently in the fi eld. The work of Lattin and 
Bucklin  2   on how prices, brand preference and the 
presence or absence of promotion exerts an 
infl uence on coffee-brand choices is similarly 
relevant. Likewise, Kalyanaram and Little  3   
provided thorough research on how price 
variations affect consumer behaviour, focusing on 
sodas and alcoholic drinks in an attempt to defi ne 
consumers ’  acceptable price range. Bell and 
Bucklin,  4   for their part, analysed reference prices 
and previous experiences in the purchase of high-
frequency products such as cookies and 
detergents, concluding that the actual price at the 
time of purchase, brand loyalty, the last brand that 
was purchased and reference price were the four 
outstanding variables in the process of brand 
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choice. Finally, mention should be made of the 
work of Han  et al .,  5   who estimate the effect of 
prices and of losses and gains on decisions to 
purchase.  

 The infl uence of price at the time 
of purchase on brand choice 
 Customer perception of price has interested 
researchers for many years, and the cascade of 
effects sparked off when a consumer observes 
prices has been central to much of the literature 
on the subject. It seems intuitively reasonable to 
consider price as a factor that reduces the 
uncertainty associated with purchasing. This 
occurs principally for products that are not well 
known to the customer or products that the 
customer has doubts about. It should, however, 
not be forgotten that price is not the only 
stimulus to which buyers respond. A whole gamut 
of theories on how consumers form an idea of 
the price they expect to pay has arisen in recent 
years  6 – 10   highlighting that both the price range 
the customer encounters at the time of purchase 
(henceforth referred to as  ‘ observed price ’ ) and 
the price they actually pay have effects on later 
purchases. Consumers adapt themselves to prices, 
observe their fl uctuations and behave accordingly. 

 The aim of this paper is to investigate whether 
price is a decisive variable in consumer behaviour 
and, if so, how it will consequently effect models 
of brand choice. This aim led to our fi rst 
hypothesis: 

  H 1  :   The likelihood of purchasing one of a 
range of brands competing in a product 
category can be explained by price and 
its variations. 

 The infl uence of reference price, 
losses and gains, on brand choice 
 Reference price may be regarded as a subjective 
price level used by consumers to evaluate the 
price observed at the time of purchase. It is based 
upon consumers pricing by comparison, that is, 
they compare one price with others in order to 
know if a price is acceptable or not. Although 
there is a general agreement that reference prices 

play an important role in the process of brand 
choice, researchers fail to agree on how they 
are established, and provide contrasting 
explanations, which broadly fall into two 
categories. One the one hand, some claim 
that reference prices are established by the 
prices that the consumer has encountered on 
previous occasions; others, in contrast, consider 
that, since consumers generally have poor recall 
of past shopping experiences, they form their 
reference prices at the time of purchase by 
observing the prices of certain brands.  Table 1  
summarises these two approaches. 

 Losses and gains are a consequence of customer 
comparison of observed price and reference price. 
Customers will experience a loss when the 
observed price is higher than what they expect to 
pay. Conversely, they will experience a gain when 
observed price is lower than expected price. 
Explicit consideration of these two phenomena in 
brand choice models will provide a better 
understanding of consumer behaviour. It is 
generally assumed that losses will reduce the 
probability of making a choice, while gains will 
foster purchase of the brand. The intensity of the 
effect of gains and losses on brand choice, 
however, differs, as there are asymmetric effects. 
There is no unanimous agreement as to which is 
the more powerful. Hardie  et al .  11   contend that 
the loss-generated reduction in utility is greater 
than its gain-generated increment, that is 
consumers tend to be reluctant to take on losses 
and, as a result, will react more strongly to losses 
than gains. Briesch  et al .,  12   however, provide 
empirical evidence of quite the opposite  —  
response to gains is stronger than response to 
losses  —  arguing that gains prompt consumers to 
increase their purchase volume to take advantage 
of price. Furthermore, loyal consumers will 
continue to buy their favourite brand even when 
they perceive losses. 

 This work presents the following initial 
hypothesis: 

  H 2  :   The effect caused by losses on the 
likelihood of choosing a specifi c brand 
has a different intensity than the effect 
caused by gains .   
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 Having established this point, this study will then 
proceed to determine which of the two effects 
exerts a greater infl uence on the probability of 
choosing one brand in preference to another.    

 MARKET SEGMENTATION AND 
THE PROCESS OF BRAND CHOICE 
 A range of variables have been incorporated into 
brand choice models in an attempt to tease out 
the factors responsible for different consumer 
responses. The  ‘ purchase model ’  developed by 
Krishnamurthi  et al .  13   focuses upon consumer 

loyalty to analyse different response to loss and 
gain. Simonson and Winer  14   explain differences in 
the brand choice process in terms of the quantity 
of the product purchased. The use of 
demographic and psychographic variables has 
also been useful to estimate the preference 
of consumers for distributors ’  brands and 
promotions.  15   Taking this and other research 
as a starting point, this paper focuses on the 
effect of two segmentation variables on the 
process of brand choice: loyalty and consumption 
level.  

  Table 1 :      Reference prices models used in past research 

  Model descriptions    Models and variables  

  Reference prices by stimulus or observation  
 Random brand’s current price    

[ ]( )ttrbhht SPRP =
   
RP   ht  : the reference price of household  h  on occasion  t ; 
 SP   h ( rb [ t ]) t  : the self price from the brand select randomly for 
household  h  on occasion  t . 

 The consumer not only has no knowledge of brand prices but 
also is unable to determine which brand’s current price should 
be used to compare price of other brands. The consumer may 
randomly select a brand available on the current purchase 
occasion and use this price as a reference point for price 
judgments. 
    
 Reference brand’s current Price    

[ ]( )ttcbhht SPRP 1−=
   
RP   ht  : the reference price of household  h  on occasion  t ; 
 SP   h ( cb [ t    −     1]) t  : the self price of the reference brand for household 
 h  on occasion  t . 

 The consumer cannot remember the paid price but does have 
a reference brand (eg the brand chosen on last occasion) 
in memory. When evaluating prices of other brands, the 
consumer, therefore, uses the current price of this brand for 
comparing prices of all other brands. 

    
  Reference prices based on past prices (memory)  
 Prices of previously chosen brands    

( ) ( ) [ ]( )( )111 1 −−− −+= ttcbhthht SPRPRP αα
   
RP   ht  : the reference price of household  h  on occasion  t ; 
 RP   h ( t    −     1) : the reference price of household  h  on occasion  t ; 
 SP   h ( cb [ t    −     1])( t    −     1) : the price of the reference brands chose for the 
household  h  on past occasions;   �  : carryover weight. 

 Consumers are believed to have a stronger memory for 
attribute information of the chosen brand than for the rejected 
brand. The price of the brand previously chosen, rather 
than prices of all brands encountered, during past purchase 
occasions should be readily accessible in consumer memory 
and used as a common reference point for comparing the 
current prices. 
    
 Brand specifi c past prices    

( ) ( ) ( )11 1 −− −+= thjthjhjt SPRPRP αα
   
RP   hjt  : the reference price of household  h  for brand  j  on 
occasion  t ;  RP   hj ( t    −     1) : the reference price of household  h  for the 
brand  j  on occasion  t     −    1;  SP   hj ( t    −     1) : the price of brand  j  on past 
occasions;   �  : carryover weight. 

 Consumers are able to distinguish among the prices of 
different brands encountered during past purchase occasions. 
The reference price is unique for each brand and it is the result 
of the own brand price history. The reference price effect is 
therefore temporal. 

    
 Brand specifi c past prices and other information    

( ) hjtjthtjtthjhjt DFDPTRENDSPRP εγγγγγ +++++= − 432110

  
RP   hjt  : the reference price of household  h  for brand  j  on 
occasion  t ;  SP   hj ( t    −     1) : the reference price of household  h  for 
the brand  j  on occasion  t     −    1;  TREND   jt  : price trend of brand 
 j  until occasion  t     −    1;  DP   jt  : deal proneness of household  h  
until occasion  t ;  DF   jt  : frequency of promotion of brand  j  until 
occasion  t . 

 The consumers not only remember specifi c prices of each 
brand but they also use other information such as price trend 
and frequency of deals for each brand. 
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 Loyalty and brand choice 
 Consumer loyalty is a key factor in the study 
of brand choice, and its infl uence on the 
perception and employment of reference prices 
and on reactions to losses and gains has been 
studied in numerous articles (for example, 
Mazumdar and Papatla,  16   Bell and Bucklin,  17   
Briesch  et al .,  18   Krishnamurthi  et al .,  19   
Krishnamurthi and Raj  20  ). Two points need 
to be considered as regards its infl uence on 
the response to losses and gains: First, loyal 
consumers may possibly respond with more 
intensity to gains than to losses, since when 
the price of frequently purchased products 
or brands goes up, consumers will continue 
to buy them. Inversely, when prices fall, 
consumers perceive a gain and purchase a 
larger quantity of the product.  21   Secondly, 
arguments to the effect that nonloyal 
consumers will respond more to gains have 
been propounded. Loyal consumers may be 
insensitive to price changes of their favourite 
brand. Response is therefore asymmetric, 
depending on customer loyalty. 

 The above authors claim that consumers who 
switch between brands will be more sensitive to 
gains rather than to losses, which implies that 
they are guided by the desire to obtain a 
reduction in price, rather than by a desire to 
avoid paying more than usual for the product. 
They like to know that they have obtained a 
 ‘ bargain ’  and that they have exploited a good 
opportunity. Such nonloyal consumers may 
respond with more intensity to gains, since gains 
are often the outcome of coupons or direct price 
cuts, which are usually heavily advertised and 
publicised, thanks to which consumers are more 
aware of gains than losses. A further aim of this 
paper is to demonstrate that there are different 
behaviours in the process of brand choice that 
depend on the consumers ’  characteristics. 
Customers will be divided into loyal and nonloyal 
categories, and the following hypothesis is 
proposed: 

  H 3  :   The brand choice selection process 
depends on the level of consumers ’  
loyalty .  

  H 3a  :   Sensitivity to losses and gains changes 
depending on whether the consumer is 
loyal or not .  

 Consumption level and brand 
choice 
 The relationship between consumption level and 
brand choice has attracted little attention, 
although Simonson and Winer  22   or V á zquez  et 
al .,  23   have highlighted its importance. We might 
intuitively assume that households with high 
consumption of a certain product category will 
exhibit different purchasing behaviour to 
households that have lower consumption. When 
a household regularly acquires a certain 
product category, it may well be more sensitive 
and concerned about the price than families 
who consume less of the same product. As 
the latter only acquire the product on rare 
occasions, they can  ‘ afford ’  to pay a higher price 
for it. This behavioural distinction can be used 
as a comparative element of quality. The 
corollary is also true: when there is a minimal 
frequency of product acquisition, the way 
reference prices are arrived at may be affected. 
There might be a stronger infl uence of observed 
prices at the time of purchase because the 
consumer does not remember the prices paid on 
previous occasions. In consequence, consumption 
level is a variable that can help to segment the 
market, and in consequence, the following 
hypothesis is proposed: 

  H 4  :   Brand choice behaviour differs according 
to a household ’ s consumption level. 

 THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 There are undoubtedly a whole gamut of 
variables that affect brand choice decision-taking, 
some of which  —  for example, the importance of 
prices, reference prices and losses and gains  —  
have been so thoroughly researched as to become 
accepted as proven. This paper will take those 
same concepts and will attempt to analyse and 
measure their effects on consumer behaviour in 
the light of two key factors of market 
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segmentation: loyalty and consumption level (cf 
 Figure 1 ). 

 The process of consumer choice can be 
analysed in line with the proposals of Guadagni 
and Little  24   and Kamakura and Russell  25   as 
follows: when a consumer faces a decision to 
purchase, he assigns a utility to each of the 
available alternatives, opting fi nally for the one 
that provides her with greater utility. There are 
two components to this utility function (one 
deterministic, represented by  V   iht  , and one 
random, represented by  e   iht  ) This is refl ected in 
the expression: 

   

ihtihtiht eVU +=

∑
=

+=
z

P

P
ihtPiiht VM.V

1
0 ββ

  
 where U   iht   is the utility of brand  i  ( i     =    1, 2, 3,  … , 
 I ) to household  h  ( h     =    1, 2, 3, … ,  H ) at purchase 
occasion  t  ( t     =    1, 2, 3,  … ,  T );  V   iht   the deterministic 
component of the utility. It will depend on the 
perception that the consumer has of the attributes 

of the brand and of the different marketing 
variables that are applied on this brand;  VM   iht   

 P  the 
value of marketing variable  P  ( P     =    1,  … ,  z ) for 
brand  i  to household  h  at purchase occasion  t ;   �   0 i   
the specifi c coeffi cients for each brand;   �    P   the 
coeffi cients for marketing variables;  e   iht   the 
random error of the household  h  in the utility of 
brand  i  at purchase occasion  t .  

 Characteristics of the sample 
 As  Table 2  shows, the present study employed 
both a national household panel provided by the 
Taylor Nelson Sofres Group and a regional 
household panel, which served as a contrast for 
the results that were obtained. 

 Margarine, the market for which is dominated 
by a handful of brands and which is a good 
example of a frequently purchased product, was 
selected for the present study, which is part of a 
larger study that also encompasses other product 
categories. The results of this larger macro-study 
will not be presented here for reasons of brevity 
and because results are mirrored across categories. 
The four brands with the highest market share in 
each of the household panels, one of which was 
an own label brand, were selected. 

 To reach the objectives proposed in the study, 
the logit multinomial models were applied as the 
most appropriate for this type of study. In these 
models, a dependent variable is used with several 
categories, in our case the margarine brands 
available on the market. The independent 
variables refl ect characteristics relative to the 
purchase carried out by each consumer, in our 
case: prices, losses and gains, loyalty and 
consumption level.    

  Table 2 :      Characteristics of the panel data 

  Characteristics    National consumers panel 
(Taylor Nelson Sofres panel)   

  Regional consumers panel 
(own elaboration)  

 Scope  National  Regional 
 Period  1 year  1 year 
 Studied products  20 categories of product  54 categories of product 
 Selected product  Margarine  Margarine 
 Purchase occasions  5,900  711 
 Brands  4  4 
 Sizes  250   g/500   g  250   g/500   g 

PROBABILITY 
OF BRAND 

CHOICE 

Prices
H1

Reference 
prices

Loss and 
Gains

H2

Loyalty 
H3, H3a 

Types of consumers 

Consumption level 
H4

  Figure 1  :        Structure of the study  
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 RESULTS  

 Effect of prices, losses and gains on 
brand choice 
 Estimating reference prices was necessary to test 
the proposed hypotheses. Earlier research, 
incorporating fi ve different estimates of price 
reference, was carried out to determine the best 
way to do this ( Table 3 ). 

 Our results  26   indicate that the best approach to 
reference prices is based on prices observed at the 
time of purchase, that is, the arithmetic average of 
the highest and lowest market price for the 
category of products purchased. This estimate is 
the basis for calculating losses and gains included 
in the choice models proposed below. The 
following model is proposed for checking the 
effect of prices, losses and gains on the likelihood 
of making a particular brand choice: 

   

ihtLOSSihtPiihtihtiht LOSSPeVU ++=+= βββ0

)-(

)-(

ihthtiht

htihtiht

PPRGGAIN

PRPPLOSS

=
=

ihtihtGAIN eGAIN ++ β

  
 where  U   iht   is the utility of brand  i  to household  h  
at purchase occasion  t ;  P   iht   the price of brand  i  

for household  h  at purchase occasion  t ;  PR   ht   the 
reference price for household  h  at purchase 
occasion  t ;  LOSS   iht   the difference when reference 
price is lower than price of brand  i  for household 
 h  at the purchase occasion  h ;  GAIN   iht   the 
difference when reference price is higher than 
price of brand  i  for household  h  at the purchase 
occasion  h ;  L  the dummy variable:  P     =    0 if 
 P   iht      <     PR   ht  ,  P     =    1 if  P   iht  > PR   ht  ;  G  the dummy 
variable:  G     =    0 if  P   iht  > PR   ht  ,  G     =    1 if  P   iht      <     PR   ht  ;  e   iht   
the random error of the household  h  in the 
utility of brand  i  at the purchase occasion  t ;   �    0i   
the specifi c coeffi cients for each brand;   �    P  ,   �    LOSS  , 
  �    GAIN   the coeffi cients for price, losses and gains. 

 This model has been estimated for the selected 
product category (margarine) using the two 
panels explained in a previous section of this 
study.  Table 4  summarises the results obtained. 

 As  Table 4  shows, the  ‘ price ’  variable infl uences 
brand choice. Both the national and regional 
panels point to price being a signifi cant variable 
for each of the brands considered, as well as for 
the overall model. Therefore, as proposed in H 1 , it 
can be concluded that price plays a part in 
explaining brand choice. 

 Having established the infl uence of this 
variable, the following aim is to analyse the effect 
of losses and gains. To study the asymmetric 
effects of losses and gains, the value of exp(  �  ) for 
losses and gains must be analysed. This value gives 
the marginal effect produced by the increment in 
a monetary unit of the losses or gains, respectively. 
To check the magnitude of the marginal change, 
 / 1    −    Exp( b ) / is calculated for each of the brands in 
both variables, thereby enabling a quantifi cation 
of consumer response to be made (cf  Table 5 ). 

 The marginal effect produced as a consequence 
of a change in the losses versus gains is of 
different intensity. If we consider the national 
panel for brand B1, an increment in the gains in 
a monetary unit means a change in the absolute 
value of brand choice probability of 0.011 
(|1    −    0.989|). The increment in the loss in a 
monetary unit involves a change in absolute value 
of 0.059 (|1    −    1.059|). As this same phenomenon 
occurs across brands, we can conclude that the 
effect of losses and gains are of different 
intensities. If results from applying the model to 

  Table 3 :      Different estimates of reference prices 

  Reference prices by stimuli or observation  
     •    The individual takes as reference price the price of 

any other of the brands that are in the market at the 
moment of the purchase. 

     •   The reference price is calculated as the arithmetic 
mean between the highest price and the lowest 
one of the brands in the market at the moment of 
purchase. 

    
  Reference prices starting from passed purchase 
experiences  
     •   The reference price is calculated as the price paid 

by the individual the last time that he/she bought the 
same brand that he/she will acquire at the moment of 
the purchase. 

     •   The reference price is the price paid the last time 
the person bought the same category of products, 
independently of the brand that was acquired. 

     •   The reference price is calculated as an exponentially 
smoothed composite of the prices of a brand faced 
by a consumer during his entire purchase history. In 
this research, a coeffi cient of 0.2 is used. 
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the regional panel are now analysed, the 
conclusion is the same, thereby confi rming 
H 2 :  there are asymmetric effects between losses and 
gains . 

 The  ‘ direction ’  of this differing intensity, that is, 
whether the gain effect is stronger or weaker than 
the loss effect, can be calculated by analysing the 
results obtained in greater depth. As was 
previously pointed out, there is no consensus 
among researchers on this question. Results for 
the national panel show that the effect of 
increments in the losses exceeds the effect of the 
same increment in the gains across the board for 
all brands. Therefore, in these results, there is 
unanimity in the direction of intensity. The 
regional panel points to a similar situation: 
intensity of losses involves greater variation in 

choice probability than that caused by the gains. 
In fact, gains do not cause signifi cant variations 
in choice probability for two of the brands, 
while the effect of losses for these same brands 
is signifi cant. This analysis seems to indicate that 
the effect of losses on brand choice exceeds 
the effect of gains, which is in tune with the 
conclusions reached in such studies as Bell and 
Bucklin  27   and Hardie  et al .  28   Nevertheless, it 
must be pointed out that the results might vary 
according to both product and consumer 
characteristics.   

 Effect of consumer loyalty on 
brand choice 
 A more thorough understanding of the process of 
consumer brand choice requires the market to be 

   Table 4 :      Brand choice for the national and the regional panel (price, losses and gains) 

  Variables    Brand B0    Brand B1    Brand B2          Global 
signifi -
cance     

  Indicators of the model 
adjustment

     Z     Exp (  �  )     Z     Exp (  �  )     Z     Exp (  �  )  

  National panel  
 Price      −    14.335  0.802  20.222  1.062   6.960  1.021  3021.908  LL(c)      −    7984.1534 
   (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    4709.4618 
 Gains   1.527  1.021      −    3.978  0.989      −    10.366  0.964  146.346  Test RV   6549.3832 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.000)    (0.000)     (0.000)    (0.000)  Rho 2   0.4101 
 Losses   5.948  1.277  11.396  1.059  10.615  1.055  174.017  Rho 2 aj.   0.4090 
   (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)  AIC   4718.4618 
 Constant  11.326        −    23.640        −    8.803      CAIC   9506.0680 
    (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.000)      SBIC   9497.0680 
                    
  Regional panel  
 Price      −    8.227  0.938  4.632  1.027      −    3.189  0.984  150.335  LL(c)      −    906.0526 
   (0.000)    (0.000)     (0.001)    (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    760.4027 
 Gains  5.149  1.053      −    0.217   0.998  0.195  1.002  31.472  Test RV  305.6629 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.000)     (0.828)     (0.845)    (0.000)  Rho 2    0.1687 
 Losses  3.758  1.059      −    3.460  0.966      −    2.534  0.977  34.270  Rho 2 aj.   0.1587 
    (0.000)     (0.001)     (0.011)    (0.000)  AIC   762.2212 
 Constant  5.211        −    5.806    2.782      CAIC   1574.5424 
    (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.005)      SBIC  1565.5424 

       Brand 0: private brand. Brand 1, 2: brand with smaller share market than brand 3. Brand 3: leader brand is taken as a reference in the 
analysis.   

         �   c,9,95%  2 =16.9.   

  Table 5 :      Marginal effect of the change in prices, losses and gains (|1    −    Exp(B)|) 

    National panel    Regional panel   

  Variables    Brand B0    Brand B1    Brand B2    Brand B0    Brand B1    Brand B2  

 Price  0.198  0.062  0.021  0.062  0.027  0.016 
 Gains  0.021  0.011  0.036  0.053  0.002  0.002 
 Losses  0.277  0.059  0.055  0.059  0.034  0.023 
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segmented. Loyalty infl uences this process and 
affects the consumers ’  sensitivity to prices, to 
reference prices and to losses and gains. 

 The fi rst issue to be clarifi ed in this study 
is whether brand choice behaviours vary as a 
function of customer loyalty. This can be done 
by dividing the group of consumers into loyal 
and nonloyal and applying the index  L   ih  , which 
is defi ned as the quotient of the number of 
times the consumer has bought brand  i , divided 
by the total number of purchase occasions for 
the group of brands in the product category, 
that is: 

   

h

ih
ih N

n
L =

  
 where  n   ih   is the purchase occasions in which 
household  h  has acquired brand  i ;  N   h   the 
purchase occasions for household  h ;  L   ih   the loyalty 
of household  h  to brand  i . 

 Work by the likes of Mazumdar and Papatla  6,16   
set household loyalty levels for brand purchase 
at above 60 per cent of purchasing opportunities. 
We, however, increased this threshold to 85 
per cent in order to establish loyal and 
nonloyal household groups of approximately 
similar sizes. Panel segmentation came out as 
follows: for the national panel, loyal and 
nonloyal groups represent 59.92 and 40.08 
per cent of the total sample, respectively. The 
equivalent percentages for the regional panel 
were 41.37 and 58.63 per cent. 

 The objective of the analysis was to confi rm 
whether establishing two groups of consumers 
with different behaviours is acceptable in terms 
of statistics. Chapman and Staelin,  29   Gensch  30,31   
and Gensch and Javalgi  32   carried out research 
in this fi eld, dividing the initial sample into 
small groups and applying the following 
equation: 

   

2{LL (�T )-[LL  (�1)+ LL  (�2)]}
  
 where  LL (  �    T  ) is the likelihood function for all 
household of the sample;  LL (  �   1 ),  LL (  �   2 ) the 
likelihood function for each one of the 
considered groups. 

 This expression follows a chi-square 
distribution with  k  degrees of freedom, where  k  
is the number of categories of the dependent 
variable minus one multiplied by the number of 
parameters to be estimated. 

 Two segments were identifi ed, one of them 
formed by the loyal households and the other 
one by the nonloyal households. Model (2) was 
used to carry out a comparison.  Table 6  
summarises the national and regional panel results 
in the application of the selection model for both 
consumer segments. 

 The equation used to demonstrate that there 
are two groups of consumers with different 
bahaviour patterns clearly exceeds the critical 
limit for a signifi cance level of 0.05, which means 
that the null hypothesis of homogeneity in the 
logit function can be rejected. In consequence, it 
can be stated that groups established according to 
household loyalty have coeffi cients that are 
statistically different (hypothesis 3). As both panels 
coincide, the consistency of these results is 
confi rmed, thereby demonstrating that there are 
two consumer groups whose reactions, purchase 
behaviour patterns and probable brand choice 
differ substantially. 

 To check which of the two effects (losses or 
gains) is stronger for loyal and nonloyal 
consumers, we observed the marginal effect of 
losses and gains in both segments and for the two 
panels. Since it is not possible to compare the 
value of the coeffi cients in models that come 
from different samples, we fi rst attempted to 
discover if the losses are bigger than the gains 
within each of the segments. Applying the 
model to the group of loyal households of the 
national panel shows that the losses effect is 
greater than the gains effect. The same results 
are found for the nonloyal households. In both 
cases, therefore, the response to losses is more 
intense than to gains. 

 When the regional panel was studied, the 
response of the group of loyal households to 
losses is also stronger. Losses are, however, 
not signifi cant for the group of nonloyal 
households, being either irrelevant in the 
model or failing to add new information. The 
explanation of this fact could be the following: 
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the nonloyal households give more importance 
to the possibility of obtaining gains than to 
suffering a loss. If a nonloyal customer 
becomes aware of a potential loss, he will 
change brands and purchase, for example, 
whichever alternative brand in being promoted 
at that particular time. 

 To sum up, we can affi rm that the effect of 
losses is greater than the effect of gains for loyal 
consumers. The results obtained for nonloyal 
consumers do not, however, coincide in the two 
panels. As it is generally accepted that consumer 
characteristics can affect results obtained, one 
possible explanation of the phenomenon is that 

  Table 6 :      Model of brand choice for loyal and nonloyal group 

  Variables    Brand B0    Brand B1    Brand B2          Global 
signifi cation    

  Indicators of the model 
adjustment

     Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

   Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

   Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

  National panel  
  Loyal group  
 Price      −    10.141  0.789  16.544  1.071  3.696  1.015  1918.087  LL(c)      −    4787.9339 
    (0.000)  0.211   (0.000)  0.071   (0.000)  0.015   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    2630.372 
 Gains   0.575  1.011      −    2.163  0.992      −    8.753  0.957  112.917  Test RV   4315.1238 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.565)  0.011   (0.031)  0.008   (0.000)  0.043   (0.000)  Rho 2    0.4506 
 Losses   6.215  1.341  9.322  1.065  10.043  1.070  143.217  Rho 2 aj.   0.4487 
    (0.000)  0.341  (0.000)  0.065   (0.000)  0.070   (0.000)  AIC   2639.372 
 Constant  8.144        −    19.319        −    4.996      CAIC   5343.2782 
    (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.000)      SBIC   5334.2782 
                    
  Nonloyal group  
 Price      −    10.264  0.813   12.189  1.054   6.294  1.028  1123.963  LL(c)      −    3164.0044 
    (0.000)  0.187   (0.000)   0.054   (0.000)   0.028   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    2019.6853 
 Gains  1.585  1.028      −    3.175  0.986      −    5.658   0.972  42.958  Test RV   2288.6382 (9 g.l.) 
    (0.113)   0.028   (0.001)  0.014  (0.000)  0.028   (0.000)  Rho 2   0.3617 
 Losses  0.795  1.115  6.591  1.051   3.944  1.032  47.323  Rho 2 aj.   0.3588 
   (0.427)   0.115  (0.000)  0.051  (0.000)   0.032   (0.000)  AIC  2028.6853 
 Constant  8.139        −    14.134        −    7.565      CAIC  4118.2874 
    (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.000)      SBIC   4109.2874 

     −    2{LL(  �   T )    −    [LL(  �   L )+LL(  �   NL )]}=118.809 (9 g.l.) 
  
  Regional panel  
  Loyal group  
 Price      −    5.643  0.945  4.914  1.041      −    3.020  0.980  96.539  LL(c)      −    518.4963 
   (0.000)  0.055  (0.000)  0.041  (0.003)  0.020   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    411.8256 
 Gains  4.553  1.070      −    0.623  0.992      −    1.910  0.979  37.726  Test RV   213.3414 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.000)  0.070  (0.534)  0.008  (0.056)  0.021  (0.000)  Rho 2    0.2057 
 Losses  4.243  1.092      −    3.909  0.945      −    2.831  0.967  47.588  Rho 2 aj.  0.1884 
   (0.000)  0.092  (0.000)  0.055   (0.005)  0.033  (0.000)  AIC  420.8256 
 Constant  2.104        −    5.718    2.976      CAIC  886.9920 
   (0.035)    (0.000)    (0.003)      SBIC  877.9920 
                    
  Nonloyal group  
 Price      −    6.035  0.929  1.112  1.010      −    1.811  0.986  65.899  LL(c)      −    384.7422 
   (0.000)  0.071  (0.266)  0.010  (0.070)  0.014   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    322.4606 
 Gains  2.992  1.050  0.475  1.007  2.211  1.027  10.844  Test RV   124.5631 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.003)  0.050  (0.635)  0.007  (0.027)  0.027   (0.013)  Rho 2    0.1619 
 Losses  0.540  1.020      −    0.409  0.994      −    0.552  0.009  0.767  Rho 2 aj.  0.1385 
   (0.589)  0.020  (0.682)  0.006  (0.581)  0.991  (0.857)  AIC   331.4606 
 Constant  4.747        −    1.932          CAIC  705.0120 
   (0.000)    (0.053)          SBIC   696.0120 

     −    2{LL(  �   T )    −    [LL(  �   L )+LL(  �   NL )]}=37.8699 (9 g.l.) 

       LL(  �   T ): sample likelihood function.   

       LL(  �   L ): Loyal group likelihood function.   

       LL(  �   NL ): Nonloyal group likelihood function.   

         �   c,9,95%  2 =16.9.   
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the composition of the national and regional 
panels do not have the same structure in spite of 
being random.   

 The effect of households ’  
consumption levels on brand 
choice 
 Although loyalty has always been one of the main 
variables used to segment markets, it is not the 
only one. Allenby and Ross  33   and V á zquez  et al .,  23   
for example, suggest considering consumption 
rate of the product category as a differentiating 
element between households. 

 Just as two groups  —  loyal and nonloyal  —  
were distinguished for loyalty, we will now 
establish two groups according to consumption 
level. This brings in a new variable, which will be 
called  ‘ the consumption index ’ , calculated using 
the following expression: 

   

j

jh
jh CQ

N
IC =

  
 where  IC   jh   is the consumption index of product 
category  j  (margarine) for household  h ;  N   jh   the 
number of consumed units of product category  j  
(margarine) for household  h ;  CQ   j   the average 
consumed quantity of the product category  j  
(margarine) for all the households of the panel. 

 In order to detect if consumer behaviour varies 
according to this new variable, equation 2 is again 
considered for each of the segments (higher 
consumption than the mean and lower 
consumption than the mean) and for the two 
panels (national and regional).  Table 7  summarises 
the results. 

 Analysis is similar to the one carried out for 
loyalty. The equation indicates differences between 
the two segments of households. Both panels 
surpass the critical value of the desired level of 
trust. Different brand choice behaviours according 
to consumption level can thus be confi rmed. 

 In the national panel, the marginal effect of 
losses exceeds the gains effect for the households 
with lower consumption ( Table 7 ). This is also the 
case for households with above average 
consumption. In the regional panel, households 
that consume less show some reaction to losses, 

while gains do not seem to have a signifi cant 
effect on them. In households with higher 
consumption levels, the intensity of the gains 
surpasses the intensity of the losses. In this case, 
the regional panel does not support the 
consistency of the results obtained for the 
national panel. Despite this discrepancy, we can 
nevertheless defend the existence of different 
purchase behaviours between the households that 
consume more and those that consume less, since 
this is supported by our results. H 4  as therefore 
been verifi ed.    

 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 The present study has hopefully contributed to an 
understanding of brand choice behaviour by 
analysing the infl uence of prices, losses and gains, 
consumer loyalty and consumption level. Results 
obtained show that consumers are indeed 
infl uenced by price level. Using price as a starting 
point, consumers create expectations, compare, 
meditate and fi nally act. It has been proven that 
the observed price is compared with a reference 
price and from this comparison losses and gains 
arise, whose infl uence on brand choice has also 
been established. 

 The intensity with which consumers respond 
to losses and gains is different, that is effects are 
asymmetric. It seems that the loss response is 
more intense. In other words, when facing a loss 
or a gain of the same quantity, a reduced 
probability of choice as a consequence of a loss is 
greater than a gain-induced increased probability. 
The importance of this phenomenon must be 
considered explicitly in strategy and managerial 
performances. Activities that increase product 
value, such as gifts or the opportunity to take part 
in games or raffl es, therefore need to be 
developed. 

 Since consumers are infl uenced by retailers ’  
actions at the purchase outlet, it would be 
advisable to design and to develop a series of 
stimuli that help to increase the reference price. 
In this way, when the individual compares 
observed price and reference price, he is less 
likely to perceive a loss. Thus, for example, by 
increasing product advantage or quality, the 
consumers would perceive it as a better product 
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and their reference price would be increased. For 
the same reason, it must be remembered that not 
all consumers react in the same way to the same 
information. Recommendations and strategies that 
can be useful for loyal consumers may be useless 
for the nonloyal ones, so the need to divide 

the market according to loyalty levels is patently 
clear. Similarly, households that consume more 
quantity of the product category do not behave 
in the same way as those that acquire the 
category of products only occasionally. 
In short, it is essential to seek out variables 

   Table 7 :      Model of brand choice for segments of consumption level 

  Variables    Brand B0    Brand B1    Brand B2    Global 
signifi cation    

  Indicators of the model 
adjustment        

     Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

   Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

   Z     Exp 
(  �  )/1    −    Exp(  �  )/  

  National panel  
  Small consumtion level  
 Price      −    12.454  0.812  13.514  1.048  3.087  1.011  1866.483  LL(c)      −    5250.3962 
   (0.000)  0.188   (0.000)  0.048   (0.000)  0.011   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    3174.3458 
 Gains  1.470  1.022      −    2.674  0.991      −    8.927  0.963  110.144  Test RV   4152.1008 (9 g.l.) 
    (0.142)  0.022  (0.008)  0.009  (0.000)  0.037   (0.000)  Rho 2    0.3954 
 Losses  5.038  1.262  10.619  1.069  9.484  1.062  149.958  Rho 2 aj.   0.3937 
    (0.000)  0.262   (0.000)  0.069   (0.000)  0.062   (0.000)  AIC   3183.3458 
 Constant  9.937        −    16.248        −    4.139      CAIC   6432.0291 
   (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)      SBIC   6423.0291 
                    
  High consumption level  
 Price      −    7.147  0.773  15.221  1.093  7.178  1.043  1194.262  LL(c)      −    2715.7879 
    (0.0009)  0.227   (0.000)  0.093   (0.000)  0.043   (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    1491.7012 
 Gains  0.297  1.009      −    3.410  0.981      −    5.516  0.966  43.136  Test RV   2448.1734 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.766)  0.009  (0.001)  0.019   (0.000)  0.034   (0.000)  Rho 2   0.4507 
 Losses  2.564  1.300  4.108  1.035  4.561  1.040  16.138  Rho 2 aj.   0.4474 
    (0.010)  0.300   (0.000)  0.035   (0.000)  0.040   (0.000)  AIC   1500.7012 
 Constant  5.632        −    17.184        −    8.849      CAIC   3060.9667 
   (0.000)    (0.000)     (0.000)      SBIC   3051.9667 
     −    2{LL(  �   T )    −    [LL(  �   S )+LL(  �   H )]}=86.8296 (9 g.l.) 
  
  Regional panel  
  Small consumption level  
 Price      −    4.452  0.850  3.825  1.040      −    3.563  0.959  97.368  LL(c)      −    273.0240 
    (0.000)  0.150   (0.000)  0.040   (0.000)  0.041  (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    204.4691 
 Gains      −    1.180  0.954      −    0.054  0.999      −    1.633  0.972  3.833  Test RV   137.1097 (9 g.l.) 
   (0.238)  0.046   (0.957)  0.001   (0.103)  0.028  (0.280)  Rho 2    0.2511 
 Losses  0.000  2.3E-10      −    3.553  0.944      −    1.454  0.972  18.623  Rho 2 aj.  0.2181 
    (1.000)  0.999   (0.000)  0.056   (0.146)  0.028   (0.000)  AIC   213.4691 
 Constant  4.201        −    4.248    3.119      CAIC   467.2264 
   (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.000)      SBIC   458.2264 
                    
  High consumption level  
 Price      −    5.902  0.953  2.545  1.018      −    1.510  0.991  62.707  LL(c)      −    610.9410 
    (0.000)  0.047   (0.011)  0.018   (0.131)  0.009  (0.000)  LL(  �  )      −    508.4719 
 Gains  5.627  1.073      −    0.633  0.989  1.686  1.017  43.154  Test RV   204.9382 (9 g.l.) 
    (0.000)  0.073   (0.527)  0.011   (0.092)  0.017   (0.000)  Rho 2    0.1677 
 Losses  4.294  1.071      −    1.309  0.983      −    1.467  0.984  24.517  Rho 2 aj.   0.1530 
    (0.000)  0.071   (0.191)  0.017   (0.142)  0.016   (0.000)  AIC   517.4719 
 Constant  2.903        −    3.685    1.331      CAIC   1081.3566 
    (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.183)      SBIC   1072.3566 

     −    2{LL(  �   T )    −    [LL(  �   S )+LL(  �   H )]}=80.5603 (9 g.l.) 

       LL(  �   T ): likelihood function of the sample.   

       LL(  �   S ): likelihood function of the sample for small consumption level.   

       LL(  �   H ): likelihood function of the sample for high consumption level.   

         �   c,9,95%  2 =16.9.   
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that help to group together consumers with 
like behaviours and tastes.  

 Limitations and future research 
directions 
 This research has hopefully contributed to 
explaining the process of brand choice by the 
consumer. Certain limitations must also be, 
however, recognised. First, it is limited by 
the type of models that were used. The 
conclusions drawn from these models are 
not autonomous: results are always offered as 
comparisons or taking one of the alternatives 
of the dependent variable as a benchmark. This 
greatly hinders the interpretation of the results 
and the resulting implications. Secondly, price 
elasticity has not been estimated. This would 
unquestionably have added accuracy and rigour 
to the study. Thirdly, there are other variables 
that have some infl uence on consumers ’  purchase 
behaviour. Rather than attempting to be 
comprehensive, this study sets out to establish 
a series of variables and to encourage the 
development of further related work. 

 Finally, in future research, new explanatory 
variables that help to improve our understanding 
of consumer purchase behaviour might be 
incorporated into the brand choice models. In this 
respect, some study of the infl uence of promotions 
 —  not only those based on price but also those 
that include gifts, participation in raffl es, refunds 
or increased quantity of the product  —  would be 
helpful. Another major contribution to the issue 
might focus on sensitivity toward different 
marketing variables (price, reference price, losses 
and gains, promotions) as a function of other 
market segmentation alternatives, such as the 
importance of the purchase. We hope that the 
conclusions drawn here facilitate the development 
of strategies and the taking of decisions compatible 
with the necessities of the market.                                                       
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